
Chapter 2 The Sound System:
Phonetics

Nootka phonetics is quite intricate, with a large inventory of sounds and a complex set of

processes, including some quite unique to this language group. We will first examine the

inventory of consonants, and then look at the vowel system which, unlike the quite simple

phonemic vowel system, is quite large. Following this will be introduced those rules which,

due to their widespread application and surface-like realisations, are deemed to be phonetic in

nature.^

2J Consonants

2.1.1 General Phonetic Characteristics
The consonant inventory of Nootka, as for Wakashan languages in general, is quite large,

involving seven points of articulation (labial, alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal and

glottal), and secondary articulations involving glottalisation and/or labialisation. There are full

series of stops and affricates, both plain and glottalised, several fricatives, including a lateral

fricative, as well as plain and laryngealised nasals and glides.

2.1.2 Obstruents
The obstruents consist of stops, fricatives and affricates. The stops and affricates may be

plain or glottalised.

2.1.2.1 Stops
Nootka possesses large sets of plain and glottalised stops in both oral and nasal manners

of articulation. We will focus on the obstruents at this point and return to the nasal stops later

on in the discussion of sonorants.

In this chapter we will employ data transcribed in Sapir's own phonetic field transcription. This is a fairly

nam>w, detailed transcription of the data. From Ch. 3 onward, we will restrict ourselves to a phonemic ren-

dering unless otherwise noted.
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Plain Stops

The plain stops occur in five places of articulation: bilabial, alveolar, velar, uvular and

glottal. All are voiceless and typically aspirated in final position in the syllable. This fact is

particularly useful in distinguishing between sequences of stop followed by fricative versus

affricate, as illustrated below:

(1) [kat^Jiti] *he strikes with the knee'

[katjti] *he measures*

[hama^sap''] *to make known'

[ha:mats'a*'] *Cannibal dance'

For the affricates, we will henceforth employ the symbol [C] to represent IPA [t/], [c] to

represent [ts] and [X] to represent IPA [tij.

Examples of the different plain stops include the following:

(2) [pl
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2.L2J Fricatives
Tsishaath has a fairly large assortment of fricatives, including alveolar (both regular and

lateral), alveo-palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal, and glottal, some in both plain and labialised

variants. However, unlike its more northerly neighbour Tlingit, there are no glottalised frica-

tives in Tsishaath.

Plain Fricatives

Among the plain fricatives we encounter [s], [t], [S], [x], [x], [b]> ^^^ i^]- [Q i^ found only

in borrowed words, mostly names such as *Frank'. The typical reflex of [f] in borrowed words

is [p], e.g. [penCi] Trenchie*, [pe:r|k] *Frank'. Examples of the various fricatives are:

(9) [s]
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Glottalised Affricates

Glottalised affricates occur in similar distribution to the plain varieties, with the exception

that they are not found in the coda of the syllable.

(12) [i]
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(16) ha:li Cu: 'Readyr

pira:laxada7atb *Pilalahatsaath, a Salish tribe*

cu:laxin Tsulahin, a Vancouver Indian^s name*

ki:lik 'Gaillic, a name'

Plain Continuants

Both [w] and [y] are found to occur syllable-initially and in certain, restricted

circumstances elsewhere.

(17) ca:ca:wii (iawayu:s

hawida haya:

wax^iS yaCa:

wada:#i yu:xia

One notable gap is the virtual absence of tautosyllabic sequences of [yi] and [wu].

Laryngealised Continuants

The laryngealised glides, [^V] and [}]y occur only syllable-initially, and are less common
than their plain counterparts.

(18) dab^a Xids^p

diiVi:pt X'a;^ax

haiVa miis^i

^ihmapt ^aka:f

iic^isa ^imiiqsu

^anuS ^uk'iiqsu

The gap noted for plain continuants holds for [^] in Tsishaath, but not for [}^], as in the

word for 'brother-in-law' above.

2.2 Vowels

Phonetically, the vowel system is rather large, involving numerous simple vowels and

diphthongs, and a length distinction. The size of the phonetic vowel system is no doubt due to

the influence of various environmental factors, including the relatively large number of back

and low consonants in the inventory.

2.2J Short Vowels

2.2.1.1 [i]

The tense high front vowel is encountered in open syllables, including at the end of the

word. It often bears stress and, in final position, it is sometimes quite difficult to distinguish it

from its lengthened version.

(19) b^NViiit'wETin rfiairfiEiq'sose?!'

Hc:vl'is:a' ma?4s?i

'

q'**iyi:hawu:s:i
**

Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 13) state that "i and i* have qualities approximately like or

between those of the vowels of hit and /lea/."
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2.2.1.2 [i]

The lax high front vowel, [i], is typically found in closed, unstressed syllables.

(20) PdithagiXXa:" w€ :?iefi:?iigi?eX

2.2J.3 [u]
The short high back rounded vowel is relatively uncommon in Tsishaath Nootka, the

typical phonemic rounded back vowel tending to be slightly lower, as suggested in Sapir &
Swadesh (1939: 13) by the use of [o] in their description:

and 0' have the tongue position of the vowel of coat and the lip position of the vowel of

hoot; they are not diphthongal.

2.2.1.4 [d]

The lax high back vowel is encountered in open syllables within the word. In ftnal

position it is sometimes quite difficult to distinguish it from its lengthened version. This is the

most common realisation of the phoneme /u/ in Tsishaath.

(21) ba:k'~d:Xuk** CfiwabsuWap"

idiSiuk'iX

2.2.1.5 [ej

The short [e] is relatively uncommon but may be encountered adjacent to uvular and
pharyngeal consonants, often stressed but not always, as in the following examples:

(22) k'o:k''o:b6n:iqii ?d:tb^ffcX?it''qX

behe'i^aqXwat*' b^snaq''

In describing the mid vowel, Sapir & Swadesh (1939:13) state that "e and e* are in quality

approximately like the vowel of met.''

2.2.1.6 [t]

The short lax mid front vowel, [e], is relatively common, occurring in several different

environments including: (i) adjacent to uvular and pharyngeal consonants; or (ii) as the realis-

ation of an [a] influenced by a following high front vowel. Note the following examples:

(23) b^}^i*it''we?in'' +o:csme?i'*

ndi^aq' :enak*'§i?aX m£?fXq''ac

me?iXqac?is:uk' k''6:b^sinqen4?ap''

q'*8s^:h3iwo:s:i''
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2.2.1.7 [o]

The short tense mid back rounded vowel, [o], is quite rare, found perhaps as a stressed

alternative to the lax variant [d].

(24) ?6|?a

2.2.1.8 [oj

The short lax mid back rounded vowel is commonly encountered, representing the phone-

mic high back vowel in the most general case.

(25) 73s:o:X k"ik*infk&3

?os:4:wi?a>LXa:- hopYfm'Tak-qXo:"

rfia:rfie:q*'s3S8?i'' hoM Sqsak

2.2.1.9 [a]

The low back vowel tends to be unrounded and is found in both stressed and unstressed

environments. It appears unaffected by surrounding uvulars or pharyngeals, unlike the high

vowels.

(26) h4U^ifit*'wE?in'' ifciV^isia'

ffinanak' qab%iii:KaX

?o:c4ljtAksA'

2.2.1.10 [a]

The short [a] vowel in closed, unstressed syllables is often much closer to [a] in articula-

tion, as demonstrated by the following examples.

(27) ?o:cdl?tAksA'' si^A*

?Ds:awu:^:AX wih^isAAAp*'

h6:?acaCiX?d:q^XmA''

2.2.1.11 [aij

[a'] occurs as a reflex of the high front vowel when it is found to follow a pharyngeal, a

consequence of the appearance of *echo* vowels which occur following the pharyngeal frica-

tive. For further discussion of this phenomenon, refer to [2,3.4].

(28) q'*Es4:ljaiwD:s:i*'

2.2.1.12 [a^l
[a"] occurs as a reflex of the high back vowel in the environment of pharyngeals, for

reasons similar to those for [a*] discussed above.

(29) Tfi^qha^c'"
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2.2.1.13 [ie]

[i^] also occurs as a reflex of the high back vowel in the environment of uvulars and pha-

ryngeals, again due to environmental factors involving the articulation of these consonants.

(30) ?I rCqhfuk"* Piniksl^ieq-D

ci^q'ci'Va' si^\\6\

222 hong Vowels

222.1 [i:]

The long high front vowel [i:] is quite clearly tense in its articulation and is found com-

monly.

(31) mdiCiiinakWaXweVin' w€:?iefl:?ii§i?eX

k"i:k*i:sfthina?As?i

2222 [u:]

The long tense high back vowel [u:] is encountered although not as conmionly as its front

counterpart.

(32) q'^i^fihawuis:]' e'u:

?Ds:awu:^:A>i

2223 [a:]

The lengthened version of the low back vowel is common and is found in both stressed

and unstressed environments.

(33) ba:k'"d:Xuk'* yaiiweiTin"

iha:iiie:q''s6:?i' efmicaisPat'yi'

P^ithagiXXa:' ?^:esa:fimi?aki?i''

q''a:'hk"A?ap"

222.4 [e:]

[e:] is found, notably as the realisation of several rules, both phonetic and phonological.

These will be discussed in their appropriate place later in the book.

(34) rfia:rfic:q''s6:?i'' wi:R 'iX'}mt\ti\'iKk

I?e:y;eb t''an:ak''lmc:e''f:?aX

hiSifaij^aweiPaX:]"

2.2.2.5 [o:J

[o:] is the more common realisation of the long high back rounded vowel phonetically.
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(35) PoicdljUksA' ioxsmePi'

?Ds:o:>i ^ScScuk^iX

k'oik'oibt^J^niiqii ?o:yu?ai?aX

iiia:iiie:q''s6:?r q**eqb%t:o:si'

2.2.2.6 [ai]

[ai] occurs as a reflex of the long high front voweJ in the environment of uvulars and

pharyngeals.

(36) \^ihfv^\)

2.2.2.7 [auj
[au] also occurs as a reflex of the long high back vowel in the environment of uvulars and

pharyngeals.

(37) ?i:eqlja(ik'"

2.2.2.8 [i.-e]

As with the two diphthongs above, [i:^] occurs as a reflex of the long high back vowel in

the environment of uvulars and pharyngeals.

(38) \\i}:Si:^h

?3mei^f:®qsak'*

2.2.3 Extra Long Vowels
In addition to the regular distinction between long and short vowels in Nootka, extra long

vowels may occur phonetically in certain stylistic contexts, conveying emphasis or duration.

(39) mabfc::

?athi::

?i::b

Occasionally, under these circumstances, the vowels may be broken into diphthongs for

rhetorical purposes. This topic will be discussed further in [8.2].

Such rhetorical lengthening is quite common in storytelling and in singing, and often does

not appear to be sensitive to the original length of the vowel.



Chapter 3 The Sound System:
Phonemes

Tsishaath Ncw)tka phonology is quite intricate, with a large inventory of phonemes and a

complex set of processes, including some quite unique to this language group. In this chapter

we will examine the phonemic inventory of Tsishaath, in anticipation of later investigations

into the phonotactics (Ch. 4) and syllable structure (Ch. 5) of the language.

3J Consonant Phonemes
There are approximately 39 consonant phonemes in Nootka. This includes the regular

phonemes of the language, excluding special sounds introduced in non-nativised foreign bor-

rowings, rhetorical modifications, song texts and the like.

The following table exemplifies this system:
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As can be seen from the table, the system is quite symmetrical, with paired sets distin-

guished on the basis of either gtottahsation or labialisation.

3.LI Obstruents
Among the obstruents, there arc stops and affricates, which may be either plain or glot-

talised, and fricatives, which occur only plain.

3.LL1 Stops
The stops have members at six places of articulation: labial, alveolar, velar, uvular,

pharyngeal and glottal. Furthermore, they may be plain, glottalised, labialised or some combi-

nation of these, providing a large number of phonemic distinctions.

Plain stops occur in five positions, labial, alveolar, velar, uvular and glottal and are freely

distributed in terms of position. They are all of high frequency of occurrence in the language

whereas the glottalised stops are more restricted in terms of their distribution and are found to

occur only in the onsets of syllables. Furthermore, the glottalised uvular is extremely rare in

Nootka, usually being replaced by the pharyngeal A/. There are only two labialised stops, the

velar and uvular, /k7 and /q7, and these may be phonemic or non-phonemic. The most

obvious cases of phonemic labialised stops are in word initial position (la), but there are also

cases in the onset within the word and in the coda of the syllable.

(1) a. l^atya:t 'Kwatyat (Myth character)'

kTibnin 'old salmon'

<fayadi:k 'wolf

^a:qa:7a:ia 'always thus'

b. ba:k*^ *young woman'
hi:k*is *Hikwis (pin)*

rfia:l^a;^i:li§i?aA 'pursuing in Wolf Ritual'

iaial"in?aXat *They begged him'

yaya:<finkqas 'the one I was talking with*

The more difficult cases are those where some phonological rule interferes with the out-

come, either labialising a non-labial ised consonant or delabialising a labial one. Both situat-

ions occur in Nootka and will be discussed in Ch. 7 on phonological processes.^

Glottalised labial stops are relatively rare phonemically, but do occur. More conmion is

the glottalisation of a labialised stop or the labialisation and glottalisation of a stop due to

various phonological rules which will be discussed in [7.2.2] and [7.5.5]. Some examples of

phonemic glottalised labialised stops include:

(2) i'aVaXas 'make the sound of a stick breaking'

ya:yiXim?atb 'Coquitlam tribe*

yanisic 'man's name*

Some examples of derived glottalised labialised stops:

The rules are described as phonological because they are found to occur in only certain envi-

ronments and not across the board, as might be expected of a phonetic rule.
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(3) Si:Xu2*aXwe?in *They were moving now'

§i:Xuk -'aX -we^in move house -NOW -3s.QT

hi^aljiull*amab *I put mine in a container'

hii -'abs -uk -'ap -ma*lj LOC -in vessel -POSS -CAUS -Is.lND

?i:qliui*aX *telling something now'

?i:qb -uk -'aX telling -NOM -NOW

Note that no instances of derived 1^1 are possible, given an independent rule which causes

such cases to be realised as [Y], a fact which will be discussed in [7.2.2].

On the Phonemic Status of Glottal Stop

There are arguments for considering the glottal stop, /?/, to be non-phonemic, occurring as

the default for an obligatory onset in the language, especially word-initially. In addition, there

are phonological rules which insert /?/ between vowels to prevent coalescence, and in other

situations.

There are, however, cases where no obvious explanation for the appearance of /?/ can be

made, and such cases require us to admit a phonemic glottal stop. Examples of this latter case

include:

(4) a. hi:i?i:h *try experimentally'

k*in?a+ 'long for'

rfia : 'l'?itiya Transformer'

hax?as 'having circular doorway'

lAfaqTu: 'go to feast'

?ah?a: *then; that'

?ui?u: 'wild currants'

b. -as?i: 'approach*

-p?a?a 'cross over*

-c7i: 'go in the direction of. .

.

'

-q?iCb 'for. . .many years; , . .year*

-s?atu 'at the door'

The examples in (4a) are of mono-morphemic full words containing glottal stop in

positions where it would not be necessary to perform any of the non-phonemic functions

mentioned above, while the examples in (4b) are of suffixes containing glottal stop in similar

situations. While one might argue that the glottal stops in the above examples are inserted to

prevent the preceding consonant from becoming the onset of the following syllable, this is

tantamount to glottal stop being phonemic, since there is no phonological rule of Nootka

preventing these preceding consonants from appearing in the onset, therefore one would be

creating a phonemic distinction by such a move.

It seems clear from the preceding that glottal stop must be granted phonemic status in the

language, although it should also be quite clear that not all glottal stops need be considered

phonemic.

3.1A.2 Fricatives

There are a number of fricatives in Nootka, taking advantage of a large number of places

of articulation although, unlike its more northerly neighbour Tlingit, there are no glottalised

fricatives.
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Plain fricatives are contrasted with labialised fricatives and may be found in alveolar,

palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngeal, and glottal places of articulation. Among the alveolars,

there are both apical and lateral fricatives. In terms of distribution, the uvular fricative is

relatively rare, often found in words borrowed from Southern Nootkan languages or from

Salish. The reflex of Proto-Nootkan plain uvular fricative, //x/A occurs typically in Nootka as

(\)J. However, there arc a handful of forms which retain /xA Thus we have:

(5) Xixu:Asi *I put red paint on my face*

qu:xu:nii5?ath *Snohomish tribe*

cu:nxin 'm.n.'

fiXs^i:nu?aX *they were put into a covering'

Ai:sxk"a?ap *he scattered it about*

?iyu:xum 'm.n.*

Many of the words included above are names, others are clearly related to other words

with either /x/ or l\\L

Another class of cases, described for both Nootka and the related language, Ditidaht, by

Mary Haas (Haas 1969) involve stem extenders^ which expand on the semantics of an existing

stem. Tsishaath, as in Ditidaht, has a number of 'pairs* of roots that bear strikingly similar

shape except for the presence of a fyj in one member. The following are typical:

(6) iup 'tongue*

iupx 'stretched out*

k^a:* 'branches*

R"aitx 'break (of brush)*

R'*in 'stuck; glued on'

R*inx 'stuck; glued on* ^0

iic 'fabric spread out'

iicxT 'fabric opened out; spread out*

iu:t 'thunder*

iu:tx *in confused bunch; in clump'

Ai:s 'throw bodily*

AisxT 'scattered'

A more thorough study of such pairs and triplets is no doubt called for in order to decide

whether or not this may still be an active process.

/h/

The phoneme /h/ is quite limited in its distribution, occurring only as the initial consonant

of roots, or as a reduplicative copy of a root-initial /h/, with the exception of a single root,

waha:k *go' and onomatopoeic expressions. As such it bears a striking resemblance to the

distribution of /h/ in English although, given the absence of compounding in Nootkan. in an

even more constrained fashion.

^^ There may be some fine distinction in meaning in this case, but it remains to be uncovered.
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(7) a. waha:Ra^a>iwe7in

waha:k -'ap -'aX -we7in

*they made him go now'

go -CAUS -NOW -3s.QT

b. ?aha:

?ih ?ih

?uhuhuhu

c. hahamutne:q

CVdup- hamu:t -naq -e:

huhu?anakSiX

CVdup- hu?a -naTc* -SiX

hihiliTin

CVdup- hH) -'in

*Aha!'

'ee ee'

'uhuhuhu*

'Oh you eaters of bones* (= wolves)

bone -fondof eating... -VOC

*they returned'

PL- back -have... -MOM

'making the sound of breathing'

SUF- breathe -sound of.,.[R]

/h/ may also undergo elision in certain contexts, typically under reduplication.

Labiaiised Fricatives

There are four phonemic labiaiised fricatives, the velar and uvular fricatives, /x7 and /x7,

which parallel the velar and uvular stops, and two others which are true abstract elements, /i7

and l\fL The reason for these later two being included will be discussed below.

(8) tuj^Ti :£sa?aXatwe?in

si3i*it

iatj^ak

yujfa.yi^a

'they jumped him on the beach'

'sores on the body'

'boiling/confused'

'soft and yielding'

As previously mentioned, all labiaiised elements preceded by /u/ may be derived by the

rule of labialisation to be discussed in [7.5.5].

m
1^1 is included as a phoneme in Tsishaath because of the phonological processes which

certain forms containing [\] undergo, to the exclusion of other forms with the same outward

shape. The following morphemes are assigned to the phoneme /i*/ rather than to the more

common /i/:-
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(9) a. 6a?uwis

da?ur -Ms

bayu]^iwiswe?in

liayu -pvJT -'is -we'7in

<5i:^i?aX

fv.r -'iX -'aX

Xa?U]^iWaqX?i

Xa?u- -j^rr -*aqX -?r

Xa:?u^i^i?aXXa:

Xa?u' -fiiH -'iX -'aX -Xa:

'place name*

waves rolling -on beach

'ten canoes on beach'

ten -...many long objs -on beach -3s.QT

'He took it and ran away*

run away -take...[L] -NOW

'another long one*

another -. . .many long objs -worth. . . -DEF

'another song'

another -...song -take...[L] -NOW -again

These processes will be discussed in greater detail in [7.2.2] and [7.2.3].

For reasons similar to those for /i7 above, /if/ is considered a phoneme. Morphemes

containing /h*/ rather than /\)/ include the following:

dab"

tint?"

?anah*...?is

1
''">'

'cut with adze'

'calm sea*

*small; size*

'big; great*

Examples of the processes which they undergo include:

( 1 0) ?i:waCi?aXwe?in

?i:b'*- *aCiX -*aX -we7in

?i:wa3?a^aX

?i:b* -'ai^ap -*aX

da£a^il)ta

CVdup- dab" -*ihta

dada^akXinup

CVdup- iah" -'akXi -nup

'he began to get big*

big -INC -NOW -3s.QT

*they made it get big*

big -GRD.CAUS -NOW

'it was sharpened at the ends*

REP- cut with adze -at end

'it was sharpened at the back*

REP- cut with adze -at rear -GRD CAUS

3.1.1.3 Affricates

The affricates, like the stops, may be plain or glottalised. No labialisation appears on the

affricates.

The plain affricates consist of c, X, and £, which are all coronals. The glottalised affricates,

/d/, /X/, and /ft/, may be inherently glottalised (11a), or the result of the application of a phono-

logical rule of glottaiisation (lib), which will be discussed in more detail in [7.2.2].
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(U) a. ^i:ma:k 'mussel shell knife'

da:eiqsiin *spear used for tyee salmon'

Xu:nim *elk*

b. wik^i:^aX *He didn't have a wife*

wik -i>v6 -*aX not -have. . .spouse -NOW

^:^aX 'it belonged to her*

?u -i:c -*aX REF -belong to... -NOW

wikiaiXaX 'they didn't make a sound'

wik -YaX -'aX not -make. . .sound -NOW

The Arguments for Affricates

The arguments for treating affricates as single* unitary consonants rather than sequences

of stop + fricative in Tsishaath, and in many other languages, revolves around several issues:

i. word/syllable initial constraints

ii. phonotactic constraints on sequences of consonants

iii. aspiration

iv. glottalisation

Each one of these issues will be examined in greater detail below, with supporting

evidence from Tsishaath Nootka.

Word/syllable Initial Constraints

The simplest phonological analysis of the word in Nootka allows for a description which
states that each word begins with one and only one consonant, and any consonant may occur

in this position. Furthermore, the simplest analysis of word-internal syllables is most readily

described along similar lines i.e., the onset contains one and only one consonant.

However, if affricates are treated as sequences of consonants, then these generalisations

are untenable, since any affricate in the language may occur in word-initial position.

(12) dimfu: 'squirrel*

fiapac 'canoe'

Xa:smapt 'sapling'

vs.: fsimfu: 'squirrel'

(fapac *canoe*

tia:smapt 'sapling'

As one can sec above, if we choose the representation more familiar from the IPA method

of transcription, then we would appear to have clusters of consonants in initial position, con-

tradicting the generalisation. Thus, phonologically, it is easier to state the generalisation if

affricates are unitary elements in the system instead of sequences of stop + fricative.

If this were the only reason for treating these elements as single consonants it might not be

that strong, but this is not the case.
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Phonotactic Constraints on Sequences of Consonants

A further complication to a phonotactic analysis of syllable structure would be the pres-

ence of affricates in the coda of the syllable. Treated as affricates, the generalisation can be

maintained that only 4 consonants ever occur in a sequence. However, if affricates are treated

as sequences of consonants, then the generalisation must be abandoned for a far more awk-

ward statement about individual elements in sequence, since the distribution would be quite

different depending on the sequence. For more on the discussion of the phonotactics of

Tsishaath, the reader is referred to [4.1.1].

(13) 4 Consonants versus: 5 Consonants

qi :yasuqscftin7aXwe?in qi:yasuq8tstin7atiwe7in

XaTuiq^ck'iW Xa?u:qbtak"i?i

tuk'aqimlck^i tuk^aqimitskri

7aXqim}^a^sck*i?i 7aXqim^a|^tak*i7i

qi:7ilt]iciin qi:?iibt8iin

Note the particularly troublesome cases below, which contain more than one affricate, and

therefore increase the cluster count greatly if one counts affricates as sequences of

consonants.

(14) 4 Consonants versus: 6 Consonants

£u:CkcbinX £u:tJkts)^inX

saya :£inXciin saya :£int'hs&in

mu:qumfsaqXckTiwe7in mu :qumfsaqthak"iwe7in

iu:ekck*i: fJu:fVlsk"i:

7a:na:qX5ka¥aS 7a:na:qt'hJka^aS

Note that this does not include the presence of labialisation, which we are assuming docs

not involve a sequence of /consonant + w/; however, if this argument was made, it would fur-

ther complicate this situation by introducing additional consonants into the clusters and mak-
ing them even longer.

Aspiration

As stated previously, aspiration is a characteristic of coda consonants in Tsishaath at the

phonetic level, thus any affricate which occurs after a vowel might be considered to be in the

proper position for such a rule, if it were a sequence of segments.

(15) a. b^>VititVe7in''

f^anak"

n4iyaq'':enak''5i7aX

b. edq*?at:ap^

mo : Ci : tnakh7aAw£7in''

?o:cahtdksa*'

On the other hand, if such a sequence were a unit, then it might become part of the onset

with the following vowel, and no such aspiration would be expected. The latter is more clear-

ly in keeping with the facts and thus we are led to conclude that affricates are unitary
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elements. Notice furthermore, that while fricatives do not bear aspiration, they do not prevent

its occurrence on preceding stops, as shown above.

Glottalisation

There is a rule of glottalisation, which will be discussed in greater detail in [7.2.2], that

derives glottalised non-continuants from plain ones. It affects all stops but does not affect

fricatives. Thus, the examples in (16a) undergo glottalisation, while the examples in (16b) fail

to, occurring simply as a sequence of fricative + glottal stop.

(16) a. qa^jnaiiaX *he was dead'

qah -naV -*aX dead -have. . . -NOW

hu?u:daXqu: *they might be sleeping'

hu:?iC -*aX -qu: several sleeping -NOW -CND

wikYa:XaX 'she didn't make a sound'

wik -TaX -'aX not -make. ..sound -NOW

b. XaljPaX *now'

Xah -'aX at present -NOW

hini:?as?aX 'they went outside*

hina -i:?as -'aX LOC -go outside -NOW

Puik^iiWaX 'he made it'

?u -i:i -'aX REF -make... -NOW

AaXnaSPaXqu: 'if they look'

CVXdup- Aag -'aX -qu: REP- look -NOW -CND

If affricates are simply sequences of stop followed by fricative, then the glottalisation

should not take place as we can see from examples such as the following which are, in fact,

instances of such sequences.

(17) mtu:tS7aX 'It is thundering now'

CVdup- m:t ^ -'aX SUF- thunder -ITER[F] -NOW

kutkutSPaXqa 'They were beckoning him'

CVdup- kut -g -'aX Kja' SUF- beckon -1TER[F] -NOW -SUB

Since there are absolutely no glottalised fricatives at any level of Tsishaath grammar,
onsets are restricted to one and only one consonant, and glottalised stops are prohibited from
occurring in the coda of the syllable, such examples demonstrate the possibility of a sequence
of consonants being distinct from a unitary element which is an affricate.

The preceding arguments together should suffice to establish the important distinction

between a sequence of stop followed by fricative as opposed to an actual unitary element
which we call an affricate.
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3.1.2 Sonorants
The sonorants consist of two parallel sets of plain and laryngealised consonants in four

places of articulation, labial (/m/)» alveolar (/n/), palatal (/y/) and velar (/w/). Again, laryn-

gealisation may be underlying or derived by the application of certain phonological rules.

There are nasals in two places of articulation, labial and alveolar, and in two manners of

articulation, plain and laryngealised. The plain nasals, /m/ and /n/, may occur in either the

onset or coda of the syllable, although their distribution in the coda is constrained by several

factors: (i) they arc only rarely found with a preceding long vowel which is always due to a

lengthening process, never inherendy long; (ii) only a limited number of consonants are found

to occur following nasals in the coda, and (iii) even greater restrictions are placed on the co-

occurrence of nasal and two or more consonants following it in the coda. These phonotactic

restrictions will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

Laryngealised nasals, /rii/ and /A/, are restricted to the onset position and are never found

to occur elsewhere.

They may be inherently laryngealised nasals or may arise through the application of

phonological rules, as in the examples below.

(18) tuAaqXiikqu: 'it might be dark inside*

turn -'aqX -*i:k kju: dark -inside -HYP-FUT -CND

Xuriiabs?is *drink hot water'

Xu*m -'ahs -'i*s hot -in vessel -consume...

The laryngealised nasals in these cases are due to the process of glottalisation which wilt

be discussed in [7.2.2].

The continuants in Nootka consist of the plain /y/ and /w/, and the laryngealised variants

/j/ and /^/. Both plain and laryngealised continuants occur only in the onset of the syllable

and thus may be preceded but never followed by other consonants.

Laryngealised continuants may be inherently so or may be the result of the application of

a phonological rule, as was the case for the laryngealised nasals.

(19) Ai:^i:sitaS'i?at 'He was invited to eat salmon roe*

Aixtin -*i's -i'ta -'iX -*at salmon roe -eat... -apt to -invite... -PASS

Xi:^in?ap 'she laughed*

Xi:x" -'in -'ap laugh -sound of, . . -CAUS

The derivation of laryngealised sonorants will be discussed in Ch. 7 on phonological

rules.

3.2 Vowel Phonemes
The phonemic vowel system is quite simple, involving just the three basic vowels, /i, u, a/,

and a length distinction. [±long], as shown below. There are, in addition, two mid vowels

which are only encountered in the long variety, at least phonologically and even then only

under very special circumstances, such as in foreign borrowings. These will be discussed in

sections [3,2.1] et seq.

(20) i u i: u:

e; o:



ya:e
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baVl^e:i *Oh, chief!'

haM\'C: chief -VOC

The proof of the phonemic status of this and the following case is in the contrasts which

are encountered in the grammar, such as the following:

(24) ei:e 'tooth*

Co:C 'George'

tuiit 'start raking herring'

One can see from these examples and others that we must admit at the very least the long

mid vowels as phonemic in Nootka, while at the same time bearing in mind that they are often

derived.

3.2.2 lo'.l

As with /e:/, this vowel, which might more appropriately be represented by /a:/, is found

only in foreign borrowings or as the result of the application of phonological rules.

(25)a. miSa:n *shawr

ib:C *George'

kDU 'God'

pa:s 'boss'

b. qatqsaqo:^ *You with your head on a pike'

qatq* -sa -qu:i -e: amputate -precisely -on harpoon[L] -VOC

3.23 Variable Vowels
In addition to short and long vowels in Nootka, there is an interesting further aspect to

vowel quantity, that of the variable-length vowel.** The phenomenon of variable-length

vowels in Nootka takes the following form.

As demonstrated above, Nootka has a phonemic distinction between long and short

vowels. In addition to examples of long versus short, the vowels of certain morphemes vacil-

late, appearing sometimes long, sometimes short. It is generally agreed that this chameleon-

like behaviour is tied to the position of the pertinent vowel within the word. A variable-length

vowel, which is long in the first two syllables of the word, is short when it is in the third or

later syllable of the word as shown in the following examples, where P/ represents variable

length.

(26) ?una:k 'possessing it*

?u-na1c REF-possess . .

.

^apacnak 'possessing a canoe*

iapac-naTc canoe -possess . ,

.

The issue of variable length vowels will be discussed in greater detail in [7.4].

1
1 See Sapir & Swadesh ( 1 939), Stonham ( 1 990. 1 99 i , 1 994) for further discussion of this topic.
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3,2,4 Vowel Lengthening and Shortening
Mention should perhaps be made at this point of processes which affect the quantity of the

vowel within the word. Such processes, however, are morphologically conditioned by particu-

lar suffixes of the language. Thus, the affixation of a particular suffix may require that the

root vowel be short or long, depending on the individual suffix involved. Sapir & Swadesh

(1939) briefly discusses this property of certain morphemes and provides markers on the

affixes in the form of [L] for lengthening (a), and [S] for shortening (b).

Since these processes are strictly morphological in nature we will not pursue this topic

further here, simply providing some illustrative examples.

(27) a. d:waqsaXqu: *when they spill over'

di -aqsa -'aX -qu: pour -in...layer [L] -NOW -CND

q"a:h\lfinkqu:s 'if I use ...'

q'a; -hxi'ink* -qu:s thus -using... [L] -1 CND

b. ilhaqak 'it was very big.*

?i:lj -aq -ak big -very [S] -NOM

Xuqquiaq *a very broad face'

Xuq -qu"f" -aq wide -on face -very [S]

It should be noted that the former process of lengthening is very common, whereas the

latter process of shortening is quite rare.
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